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Paula Garcia
Study for Noise Body
Videoperformance
2007
3 min 09 seg
Artist recorded herself plunging into the water to challenge the settings of time and movement, both in her body, as in the images.

Paula Garcia
Corpo Ruído #1
Videoperformance
2008
3 min 05 seg
The video in looping registers a performance, in which the head of the artist is covered by magnets and pieces of iron. Its vestments
are made with neodymium magnets, that are the permanent magnets that greater contains energy.

“Sometimes, disruption opens up a space for querying issues of representation.This is at the heart of Corpo
Ruído (Noise Body) that consists of visually and sonically observing the attachment of assorted metal
pieces (nails, metal bars and other objects) on Paula Garcia's body while she is wearing a magnetic armour.
Magnetism is indeed a major reference in her work. Garcia, while reflecting on its pervasiveness in
everyday life, describes magnets as a way to discuss 'the subjective and social forces, that together act to
consolidate a system of power that ends up shaping bodies, feelings, subjectivities and truths' . Visually, the
work translates these concerns by questioning traditional models of female bodily representation in art and
society, while hinting at modernist portrayal of bodies, such as the work Nu Cubista Nr 1 by Anita Malfatti
(1915-1916). Nonetheless, the sonic is also a big part of this process. Garcia’s performances mostly take
place in galleries, where the reverberation of such places amplifies the striking noise of metal being put in
her body. These sounds trigger a world of associations. From John Cage First Construction (In Metal)
(1939) to the sound of the many construction yards that still permeate (for instance) the city of São Paulo.
These construction companies, with condolence from local authorities, have been a major force in
gentrifying the city, dislocating poorer communities and working classes in order to leave space for massive
redevelopment projects in the city center. It is these same construction companies that have been at the
core of the past political upheaval that supported the Lava-Jato investigation. Also, in a society were the
non-white , female, queer and trans body is constantly at a risk, there is something eerily protective about
seeing Garcia's body covered with layers of metal.”
Part of the book Making it Heard - Text by Rui Chaves

A series of photographs shows the body of the artist wearing a jumpsuit
covered by magnets, which in turn is covered with nails and iron scraps.

Paula Garcia
#1 (Noise Body Series)
2008
180 cm x 120 cm
Print on paper

A series of photographs shows the body of the artist wearing a jumpsuit
covered by magnets, which in turn is covered with nails and iron scraps.

Paula Garcia
#2 (Noise Body Series)
2008
180 cm x 120 cm
Print on paper

A series of photographs shows the body of the artist wearing a
jumpsuit covered by magnets, which in turn is covered with nails and
iron scraps.

Paula Garcia
#3 (Noise Body Series)
2008
180 cm x 120 cm
Print on paper

A series of photographs shows the body of the artist wearing a
jumpsuit covered by magnets, which in turn is covered with nails
and iron scraps.

Paula Garcia
#4 (Noise Body Series)
2008
180 cm x 120 cm
Print on paper

A series of photographs shows the body of the artist wearing a
jumpsuit covered by magnets, which in turn is covered with nails
and iron scraps.

Paula Garcia
#5 (Noise Body Series)
2008
180 cm x 120 cm
Print on paper

A series of photographs shows the body of the artist wearing a jumpsuit
covered by magnets, which in turn is covered with nails and iron scraps.

Paula Garcia
#6 (Noise Body Series)
2008
180 cm x 120 cm
Print on paper

Paula Garcia
“#1 (Performance documentation - Noise Body series)” (diptych)
2010
inkjet print
100 x 56 cm (each)
Performance held on 05/04/2010 at Gallery Expanded Luciana Brito Gallery in São Paulo – Curator Christine Mello
Video Documentation is also available to present this work.

Performance held in the sixth edition of the Annual Performance
Exhibition at Vermelho Gallery in São Paulo

Paula Garcia
“#2 (Performance documentation - Noise Body series)”
2010
Inkjet print
Video Documentation is also available to present this work.

Performance held at the 17th
International Festival of Contemporary
Art Videobrasil_SESC on September
30, 2011 in Sao Paulo at
SESC_Belenzinho

Paula Garcia
“#4 (Noise Body series - Study for Burial)” (diptych),
2011
inkjet print
104 x 200 cm (each)
Video Documentation is also available to present this work.

Paula Garcia
#3 (Noise Body Series - performance)
2011
Performance held on 11/06/2011 at Paço das Artes in São Paulo – Curator Lucio Agra
Video Documentation is also available to present this work.

Paula Garcia
#3 (Noise Body Series - performance)
2011
Video documentation of performance held on 11/06/2011 at Paço das Artes in São Paulo – Curator Lucio Agra
https://vimeo.com/447594565

Paula Garcia
#5 (Noise Body Series - performance)
2012
Performance held on 07/28/2012 at The Big Bang: The 19th Annual Watermill Center Summer Benefit in New York - Curator: Robert Wilson

In this work, two magnetized vests are placed at
each point of an installation. Two steel bars form
a corridor approximately six meters long. These
bars serve as a track for moving the garments
and, as a result, the people that will occupy this
structure. By sliding down the track and
attempting to meet or run into some point of the
installation, the participants produce a power
play mediated by an invisible magnetic field that
makes contact between them impossible.

Paula Garcia
Study for Duel
2013
140 x 120 x 600 cm
Participatory installation - Bars, vests, carbon steel castors and ferrite magnets

For “#8 (Noise Body Series)”, artist Paula Garcia sat motionless
on a chair in a white gallery space in a meditative state for over
five hours. In front of the artist lay carefully placed iron scrap
metal, as well as a pile of long metal nails. At the beginning of
the sixth hour of the performance, four male performers dressed
in black entered the gallery space and helped Garcia get into
armor made entirely of magnets. When the armor was locked
onto her body, the four men proceeded to take some of the
bigger pieces of metal off the floor and attach them to Garcia’s
armored body. They then took positions by the pile of nails and
proceeded to throw nails violently at the artist until she was
completely covered and unrecognizable. The impact of the
metal hitting the armor vibrated through Garcia’s entire body.
After they had covered the surface of the armor with as much
metal as possible, the performers walked over to Garcia and
began pulling the metal pieces off one by one until the armor
and the artist were uncovered and identifiable again. The armor
was removed and the artist sat again in the chair, motionless,
scraps of metal now scattered around her on the white gallery
floors.

Paula Garcia
#8 (Noise Body Series - performance)
2014
Performance Held on 20/09/2014 – The artist is an explorer – Curator: Marina Abramovic, Beyeler Foundation – Basel, Switzerland
Video Documentation is also available to present this work.

Paula Garcia
#8 (Noise Body Series - performance)
2014
Performance Held on 20/09/2014 – The artist is an explorer –
Curator: Marina Abramovic, Beyeler Foundation – Basel,
Switzerland
Video Documentation
https://vimeo.com/449680897

Paula Garcia
Crumbling Body
2015
Documentation of 540 hours performance held for 2 months at SESC Pompéia in São Paulo
Video Documentation is also available to present this work.

The long durational performance held the 03/09/2015 to 05/10/2015 – Terra Comunal / Marina
Abramovic + MAI – Curator: Marina Abramovic and Paula Garcia – SESC Pompeia in Sao
Paulo, Brazil. The action confronts the sensations of heaviness and lightness to gather scrap
metal with magnets. Walls and ceiling are impregnated with magnetic force; as the parts and
debris spreading, a kind of inverted happens burial space. For two months, six days a week,
eight hours a day, the artist works in this room throwing iron waste, up to 30 kilograms, at the
walls and ceiling magnetized. After filling the walls and ceiling, the pieces are removed and
placed in the center of the room and thrown on the walls and ceiling again, the action is
repeated for two months.

Paula Garcia
Crumbling Body
2015
Documentation of 540 hours performance held for 2 months at SESC Pompéia in São Paulo
Video Documentation is also available to present this work.

Paula Garcia
Crumbling Body
2015
Video documentation of 540 hours performance held for 2 months at SESC Pompéia in São Paulo
https://vimeo.com/447553709
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Crumbling Body
2015
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Video Documentation is also available to present this work.
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Crumbling Body
2015
Documentation of 540 hours performance held for 2 months at SESC Pompéia in São Paulo
Video Documentation is also available to present this work

Paula Garcia
Crumbling Body
2015
Documentation of 540 hours performance held for 2 months at SESC Pompéia in São Paulo
Video Documentation is also available to present this work

Noise Body - Paula Garcia
Mão Direita Presents
Documentary about Noise Body research from 2007 to 2015
Directed by Gustavo Almeida
Produced by Marco del Fiol
Edited by Tom Butcher
Designed by Hugo Huerta
https://vimeo.com/447551389

Paula Garcia
RAW
Performance Held on 17/03/2020 at ARCA in São Paulo
2020
Photo documentation performance held at ARCA space in São Paulo
Film documentation is also available to present this work

RAW project opens a new line of research in the artist’s work, which begins to explore issues related visible and invisible forces and the experience of
violent action in his body. The concepts of insecurity, uncertainty and risk brought by the NOISE BODY series are still present in this project.
The performance that is the center of RAW consisted of the construction of a frontal crash of two cars driven by the artist Paula Garcia and a
professional stunt man and was held on March 17, 2020 at ARCA, a closed building of 9,000 square meters located in Vila Leopoldina in São Paulo.
The public could not watch the live performance because we are in a global emergency due to the Covid-19 virus. The performance was broadcast
live through MAI website: https://mai.art/cru
The performance was conducted with the collaboration of a team of specialists in diﬀerent areas, ensuring its performance with the maximum safety
factors, preparing the artist’s body, from the vehicle to the control distance, speed and impact point, all elements of action were studied and
calculated for the action space.
Paula Garcia partnered with Tandera Filmes to produce a documentary film with RAW as a starting point to discuss concepts of image, body,
performance and Covid-19 pandemic, based on the artist’s creative process.

RAW
From these film recordings, photographs and different texts from the performance, Paula Garcia will propose different strategies based
on specific platforms to reframed these images of the accident as:
1. Video-installations
2. Sound-installation
3. Series of photographs
4. Other documents: online public posts about the performance and texts writing by journalist and art critic.
5. Film documentary medium-length produced by Tandera Filmes - Premiere / 2021
Comments from public about the performance:
“The report of this process begins with the completion of this action. And suddenly, I understood it like this, I think that before I
understood it more symbolically, poetically, as a creative construction, but when the impact really took place, then I understood that really
something, the clock started timing from now on. And how these reports, these visions, these multiple narratives, even of the few people
who were present, but what will be replicated in streaming, will tell this story. ”
“I think it's almost a trip to the future, because I feel that this work that was created more than 4, 5 years ago by Paula, it gives an
answer about the present moment. And I think that this is a teaching for all of us as artists, especially artists who are politically involved
to report, and to be responsible for reporting reality. ”
“It seems that Paula's journey is a bit out of what is totally impervious to something that has a permeability. It is difficult to say this,
because we always have very violent maneuvers in front of us, where in fact, they want to open up to an extremely vulnerable body. ”
"What to think of all these overlapping ends, what to think of these shocks, which are often invisible maneuvers and which Paula Garcia
makes us visible." Chris Mello
“Beautiful Paula! And the timing could not be more appropriate. In times where any encounter of bodies has deadly potential. ”
“Dear Paula, we all rooted so hard for you in Istanbul. What a time for the project to happen as the whole world is avoiding contact and
rethinking distances. ”

Paula Garcia
RAW
Performance Held on 17/03/2020 at ARCA in São Paulo
2020
Photo documentation performance held at ARCA space in São Paulo
Film documentation is also available to present this work

Paula Garcia
RAW
Performance Held on 17/03/2020 at ARCA in São Paulo
2020
Video documentation performance held at ARCA space in São Paulo
This film is what the audience watched live: https://vimeo.com/447511807

Paula Garcia
RAW
Performance Held on 17/03/2020 at ARCA in São Paulo
2020
Video documentation performance held at ARCA space in São Paulo
https://vimeo.com/449671066
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Select Magazine / Text by Nina Rahe
Even though Paula had been preparing for work for about seven years, during which time she trained with stuntmen in action scenes,
and the cars were modified to increase safety - with five-point belts, like those used by parachutists - , this would be the first time that
the artist would actually collide. In the preparation period, in which Paula was accompanied by the team from Dublês Brasil, the
company that indicated the driver of the second vehicle, the tests had only simulations.
For the artist, who has already spent eight hours a day, for two months, throwing scraps of up to 20 kilos in a space with magnetized
walls, the new venture could be seen as an update of the concept of long-term performance, even if the RAW crash does not last for a
minute. The prolonged time, in this case, involves the period prior to the action: all the necessary preparation for the accident to go as
planned, with speed that should not exceed 40 km / h and a crash in which the two vehicles were hit sideways , at the passengers'
doors.
The absence of the public - an uncalculated data, in this case - also put performance in a new context, further highlighting an issue that
has been discussed in contemporary art in general, but mainly in the field of performance: the replacement of art itself for its
documentation. This shift, according to the philosopher Boris Groys, represents a recent change in the world of art, which transferred
his interest from the artistic object to the documents about his production.
When we think of performance actions, however, no matter how much the exhibitions recurrently present photographs, videos and
installations as an access point to the performative event that most likely will not be repeated, many artists and theorists are in favor of
the thought that documentation cannot reproduce the impact caused by the action on the spot.
But in view of the public restriction, in the case of RAW, the only possible option was to broadcast the action live on the Marina
Abramovic Institute (MAI) website. And if the effect of the collision of cars a few meters from the crash was not the same for those who
witnessed the action in the comfort of the sofa at home, it is possible to infer that, although the anguish was not close, the state of mind
in the face of the pandemic where we live did not even make the sofa so comfortable, as if reality worked for Paula Garcia's
performance as an expanded field.
About the different experiences, the art critic Amelia Jones has already argued that access to a performance through videos, photos or
texts is no less true than being in a small room in front of the artist. According to her, there are no privileged forms of apprehensions, but
only different apprehensions.
In addition to the perception of the spectators, however, what the episode of the RAW performance shows us is that, in times of
coronavirus, the parameters that govern the action itself can be modified. In a phase transition, Paula Garcia still had structure and a
team, but the tendency is that the meetings, even in small groups, become increasingly restricted, and that spaces close not only to the
public, but too events themselves. In this context, there is no way to forget the first video art works in Brazil, with artists like Letícia
Parente using her own body in direct confrontation with the camera: video as the only gesture recording device. If this is the way, the
difference, in the new times, is the possibility of transmission in real time.
https://www.select.art.br/campo-expandido/

Book: Making it Heard / Text by Lilian Campesato

Noise body, limit body by Paula Garcia
A present, exposed, close, concrete-real body, ready to be deciphered. A body that, in itself, is the essence of the piece, both subject and object
(or maybe medium), constituting an aesthetic experience. And how do we, the observers, the audience, stand with our own bodies, before this
other body that almost invades us? It was this question that could not leave my head when I first met Paula Garcia’s work in 2010. At that time I
was immersed in my doctoral research that had a central theme of the contradictions in the aestheticization of noise in music. And even before I
knew the name of Garcia’s piece— Noise Body—somehow, even without realizing it, I already felt the noisy dimension of what she did in her
performances. My intention in my PhD was to investigate the passage from noise as a disruptive element to music. This relationship was directed
toward an understanding of how noise has become a destabilizing element, establishing a tension between its rejection and acceptance as a
musical element.35 Garcia’s work led me to reconsider this dialectical process in which noise loses its noisiness when it is incorporated into art,
since her performances were in fact noisy.
Paula Garcia (1975–) is an artist from São Paulo who started in drama, but it was only during her late graduation (2002) in visual arts that she got
to know what would become her main interest, performance art. Even before that, the viscerality of the presence of the body was already a part of
her life. As the artist puts it, knowledge does not come from theory only, “it comes from experience, from the body, from listening.”37 It was aer a
brief passage through Teatro Oficina that her inclination for a striking and visceral performance action would emerge. is is not only due to
coincidence: the Oficina promoted a true experimental revolution in the 1960s and still represents a space for renovation and experimentation in
Brazilian dramaturgy.
Most of Garcia’s works start from the limits of her own body, which is subjected to strenuous action through mental and physical propositions
developed in front of an audience. These constructions are especially challenging, putting her body at a crossroads, having to resist all that is
implied in the proposed action. As the artist herself reports: “It’s like going to a production line. You have to do one thing, and you do that. The
action and what is intrinsic to the action. You have to deal with thoughts and physical effort all the time. The experience brings to me the idea of
another body, that this piece takes me to places that I have never been.”
Two performances by Garcia, which in fact seem like a development of the same idea, caught my attention. The first was a set of pieces that came
together in the series Corpo-ruído (Noise Body) (2008–2014) in which the artist used her own body, magnets, and iron. This series unfolded into a
longer duration performance—Corpo-ruíndo (Crumbling Body) (2015)—in which she performed for eight hours a day, six days a week, for two
months inside a magnetized box in the exhibition space, where she flung pieces of iron on the walls and ceiling. In either case, everything
happened on and from her body. In Noise Body the artist would line her body with magnets onto which pieces of iron were flung, while Crumbling
Body, the action was reversed: the artist herself threw pieces of metal onto the magnetic surfaces of the performance room.

Book: Making it Heard / Text by Lilian Campesato

The series Noise Body (2008–2014) consisted of several works in various formats, such as photography, video, and performance, in which the
artist worked with neodymium magnets and pieces of iron collected from the metalworking industry. In Noise Body #2 (2010), a performative
version of the piece, Garcia wore a custom- made outfit with strong magnets and created a situation in which her own body was partially
paralyzed due to the weight of the iron pieces that were attracted to or thrown onto it. The magnetic clothing covered her whole body, including
her head, and the performance consisted of some collaborators throwing pieces of iron, one by one, up to the limit supported by the performer’s
body and by the magnetism of the magnets. The performance also had a microphone positioned near the body of the artist, in order to capture
and amplify the sounds of the metallic pieces plummeting from her body. Garcia supported the weight of the iron pieces and passively resisted the
violence of the countless nails, plates, and all type of scrap metal being thrown against her magnetized body.
Sound is secondary in the work of Garcia and it would hardly be part of a collection on sound art understood in the strict sense of the e ld. But
when Garcia starts using a setup of microphones and speakers facing the audience, she not only amplies the sound but also amplies its dramatic
power, making people feel with their own bodies some of what she feels during the performances. e noisy sounds provoked by the pieces of iron
falling on the o or is quite disturbing and causes a fulminating nuisance. us, noise exerts a dazzling power in her performances.
In 2010 she realized that sound impacts on people in such a way that the noise goes beyond its disruptive aspect—the loud bang of iron crashing on iron—
so she added another noisy layer of resonance, or the identification of the audience with that suffering being inflicted on her. It is as if the audience feels on
their own skin the materiality of the objects from the crashing sound produced by the impacts of the metal parts. The connection between sound and image
in the performance exalts the suffering of a real body. The spatial distance between spectator and performer is narrowed by the sound that prevents the
former from remaining passive in relation to the suffering of the latter.

The performance I did at Luciana Brito [art gallery] in 2010, was on top of a car, so it was iron on iron. There [the sound] began to draw
my attention, because of the pieces of iron that collapsed and fell on the ground; it was as if they were pounding on the bodies of the
people watching. And that leads me to reflect on these issues. So I turned the speakers to the audience and that amplified it, and gave a
sense of what is happening to me over there … in the audience’s body. That, from 2010 onwards was something that became very strong
for me.
In this kind of performance, much is demanded from the person doing it but also from those watching. At this point, I go back to my initial question: how do
we, the spectators, perceive our own bodies before the collapse of the iron pieces and along with them? How do we form a positive idea of the body: a body
that resists, that gives us sustenance, which indicates presence and permanence. Even in the somewhat aseptic environment of the galleries and museums
where this performance took place, which favors a distanced contemplation of the works, the sound of the iron pieces strengthens the identication between
what is happening with the artist’s body and that of the observers. Contemplation is no longer possible

Book: Making it Heard / Text by Lílian Campesato
In her long-duration work, Crumbling Body, Garcia began to have a completely transformed relationship with her listening and she herself reflects upon it:

Since I was dealing all the time with the issue of exhaustion, from action to exhaustion, rest, exhaustion-rest, what happened was that the silence and
the listening of what was happening in that environment were magnified. I had no contact with the audience, eye to eye … But I had this larger
listening, which is hard to explain. [I perceived the audience because of] the movement, the energy of people passing by, and also the number of
people passing by … So sometimes I would sleep inside the box and then I would hear sounds of people speaking in a low voice, and later when I
started the action, the noise was deafening and some people could not stay inside the space to watch the performance because they found it very loud
… it was beautiful to realize that these moments of silence and moments of listening in exhaustion were very magical moments, and it made me think
of several things and led me to another research that I am doing now.
Although in appearance the piece refers to the materiality, physicality, and brutality exerted by the metal sucked by the force of the magnets, there is a less
apparent but very significant dimension represented symbolically by magnetism, by the almost magical attraction exerted by its invisible forces. Many forces are
put into play: the strength of a fragile body; the body of a woman resisting; the force of collapsing that can happen at any moment; and the nuisance caused by the
imminent dismounting of the iron pieces from the body (in the case of Noise Body) and over the body (in the case of Crumbling Body). The artist herself points to
this dimension:
The magnet in my work has always been an element that led me to discuss things that are fundamental visually and conceptually, which are the issues
of forces. Visible, invisible forces, political, social forces, control systems. ey are forces that act for the consolidation of a system of power that ends
by shaping bodies, shaping feelings, shaping subjectivities, shaping truths. And what you see, in fact, are bodies dismantling, collapsing. It was as if it
revealed the power. Shaping this body covered with debris, of garbage, but also that reveals something new.
In her own understanding of the work, the artist makes reference to the resistance and resilience of the human body in the face of the strenuous working hours
that many bodies are still undergoing: “If we stop and think about the world we live in, in the brutal work experiences we have, we realize that there are still people
who work that way, ten hours a day, sometimes more. Consider a sugarcane cutter for example who works twelve hours a day, and try to do that for two hours.
You just cannot.”44 And here I add some criticism. Faced with the brutality imposed on the bodies of sugarcane cutters, still very common in Brazil today,
performance-art works may seem foolish.
The importance of talking about pieces such as Noise Body and Crumbling Body is that it eschews the possibility of discussing sound as an always constitutive
experience of contemporary art without subscribing to any rigid disciplinary demarcation of the term. In this case, sound appears as a doubly camouflaged
element. First, because it is absent in the initial conception: the artist begins to think of exploring sound only after she starts to perceive sound as a consequence
of her actions during the performance. Second, because sound becomes evident in the work even when it is not audible. Anyone who sees a picture or reads a
description of the work is able to imagine its sound impact, since it revolves around the materiality of the performer’s body and the metals she uses. A tension sets
in between a body that is brittle and malleable, and metal, which is firm and rigid. And the sound arising from it comes from a mechanical, material connection
between these metallic objects as they fall to the ground. Thus, the aural dimension in her works does not depend on the audibility of sounds. Sound hovers over
the performances and imposes itself as a powerful presence.
https://www.bloomsbury.com/us/making-it-heard-9781501344435/

Article / Text by Nancy Betts
BODY RESISTANCE - a semiotic attitude
Sem Título, 2007 is a VHS video, by artist Paula Garcia. The video shows a person in the water in a constant movement to submerge and emerge. In the video time,
space and character are undefined elements. All figurativeness is blurred and often abstract. The sockets are very closed, making it impossible to make specific
determinations of time and place. We realized that the action is the most apparent: the movement of the person on a pool edge. The action is incessantly repeated
during the 15’55 ”of the video and although the gesture is repeated the images are not the same. Post-production falls in a few editing cuts, the image seems to be a
long shot and the only manipulation takes place at the speed of capture. The duration is extended in slow motion and this delay in speed creates a dragged and slow
time. In this time-duration we live the subjective dimension of the narration. Bergson in his work “Essay on the immediate data of consciousness” will refute the concept
of time in positivist philosophy that was thought of as “a homogeneous reality, divisible into parts, distinct from each other only because they occupy a different position:
the past was considered different of the present and the future for being prior to both ”. Exactly this optimized, regulating and mechanistic time, typical of mass
communication, which Paula's work will contest. As for Bergson, time here is also the succession of states of consciousness and, therefore, real time is that in which we
live the duration of consciousness as feeling / intuition / perception. This duration - indivisible and continuous because it exists as a flow of feeling - is a heterogeneous
instance, felt in different ways during its flow. The construction of time, in this video, occurs as ambiguity: if on the one hand, we have the time that is repeated
cinematically marked by the frame moments, on the other hand we have the time of these frame moments perceived differently because it involves our perceptions and
affects in the experiential duration of the narrative. In addition, the images are never exactly the same.
In carrying out the work, the camera was inserted into a watertight box. The artist captures her own image both when diving and when surfacing to breathe. While
performing for the camera, she is also holding the box containing the camera. This simultaneity of actions prevents full control of what is being captured, as there is no
possibility for the artist to see what is being recorded. The images that the artist is obtaining oscillate between the predictable and the unexpected. Predictable insofar as
there is knowledge acquired through technical competence that guarantees the artist a minimal and unexpected prognosis because despite the predictability, there is no
way to control the circumstances imposed by the process.
Here we can already think about at least two procedures that make sense in the work.
First, assume the “blind” capture procedure, an attitude that is synonymous with non-dominance in the image result. To assume a priori what the images will be does not
guarantee a well-finished product. He admits that sharpness is not what guarantees the final quality. The artist accepts alternative unpredictability as part of the process.
He understands the process as a significant practice insofar as the procedure is the action - the very experience of the sensitive experience conceived as an artistic
activity (as an aesthetic process).
Second, as the camera has automatic focus and is unable to "find" the ideal image, as the body and water are in constant motion, the camera does not recognize the
"object" and the capture is incomplete, that is, the information results in a “defective” image. It is the incompatibility of synchronization between the capture or the time of
the machine and the state of the object that produces the noise in the image or the image-noise. But, it is exactly this procedure that deals with chance, improvisation
and the unexpected that is incorporated as the singularization of these ways, constituting themselves as poetic elements desired in a script that is built in action.

Article / Text by Nancy Betts
In this way the video is constructed not as a representation of a referent, but it is in itself a unique mode of existence. The historical and finished form, the reality
objectified as an iconic sign of communication, are not part of this thought that, on the contrary, will give preference to the precarious (state of being). More than stable
formats, the artist seeks and exposes himself to procedural risk. This shows that it is these paradigmatic choices that give and create meaning in Paula Garcia's creative
process.
The question is: what does this video tell us? how does the subjective subject present itself to the world?
In everyday life we remind people of a unique image. We are symbolized and thus we are recognized - a formed, pre-established image is conformed to the essence of
our being. In reality, we are formed of a multiplicity of “selves” throughout life. When we relate to different people, the degree of intimacy determines our affections. If we
analyze, for a fraction of time, a face we can detect the variability of expressions that cross our faces due to the emotions we live. Thus, one of the possible meanings in
Paula Garcia's work is the effort to present identity with the concepts of ephemerality and transience. In this sense, we could understand identity in constant
displacement, as movement, flow. How can this idea be expressed in language? The artist strives to problematize this issue through the audiovisual language. From the
beginning Paula will oppose the well-defined image that is usually used by the media. The high definition produced by the recent digital technology optimizes and gives
credibility to the appearance of the image. It is the quality production mechanism and this machinic quality - which does not make mistakes - is thought of as an efficient
means of reproducing / representing reality. High definition, like any other form of technology, alone is neither good nor bad - it is neutral. It all depends on how it is used
and for what purpose, so high definition can also be used to produce good art. What we want to emphasize is the mistaken 1 or hidden concept of high definition as a
synonym for truth. Synonym that the ideological channels of rationality and objectivity stipulate as quality criteria. The evidence of the technological processes inserted in
our daily lives does not allow us to live them with romantic antagonism anymore. I believe that we have to look for forms of synthesis between these creative modes, but
also to be alert so that the values / procedures are not only at the service of a cultural capitalism that exercises control with the objective of how Stiegler stresses “to form
behaviors towards consumption ”. Consumption is the process of automation, of massification. Thus, the semiotic attitude consists of an act of resistance to massification
through singularization. I think of Paula Garcia's work as a poetic of resistance. His aesthetic speech adopts an image-noise - disturbing, unsettling, which is configured
as a counter-information to norms and rules. Paula's creative process is built by rupture, denial, uncertainty and indeterminacy, as an aesthetic alternative to
standardization and the immediate consumption of the Image. The body is the agent that lives the physical experience of the creative process - it feels before it knows.
The work is the critical interface that puts us in contact with this reality - first with an experimentation of the order of the sensitive (because what affects us is the plasticity
of the work) and second of the cognitive (through the apprehension of language). This language brings the consciousness of a subject with a changing identity, a living
identity.
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Translation:
Minutes before a summer storm, Paula Garcia tries to calculate with her eyes the weight of a mountain of rubble. “Look at this place. See? I bought this whole lot
”. Says the artist, pointing to a huge pile of rusted metal tables and cabinets in a junkyard in Taboão da Serra, on the outskirts of São Paulo. "I need a four ton."
She speaks of industrial quantities of metal as another artist would speak of paints and brushes. That's because Paula, 39, is used to gathering and throwing
volumes of iron against magnetized surfaces in her performances.
In this heavy metal footprint, the paulistana prepares a noisy metallic storm, contained in a room full of magnets, to accompany the retrospective of the Serbian
artist Marina Abramovic, which opens on March 11, at SESC Pompéia.
For the next two months, Paula will spend eight hours a day, without rest, revolving and throwing pieces of iron against magnetized walls, in a kind of ritualized
fury. “Working with magnetism is a way of dealing with visible and invisible forces, always with weight and lightness”, says the artist. “But I have no idea what is
going to happen. I never did a job with the physical challenge that I will face now. Maybe I break a finger, hurt my leg badly, but it doesn't matter. What matters is
to be there for real. ”
This obsession with the simple act of being present makes perfect sense in Paula's work since she became a disciple of Marina Abramovic. Considered the
greatest - and most famous - performer in the world, the 68-year-old artist, based in New York, has been shocking audiences since the 1970s, with visceral
actions, which border on self-harm in some cases and, in others, disconcerted by emotions that awaken.
She has already cut her own belly, devoured a raw onion without blinking, and handed scissors, knives and revolvers to the public to do with her whatever she
wanted during one of her actions.
But he reached the height of fame five years ago, with an action at MoMA, in New York, where he did nothing more than look deeply into the eyes of each visitor.
Marina called her action, which often made participants burst into tears, "The Artist is Present”.
Paula felt the presence of the artist for the first time when she helped set up an exhibition of the Serbian at the Luciana Brito gallery, in São Paulo, five years
ago. During the editing, Marina learned that Paula was also performing and wanted to know her work. "I sat with Marina, in a cold sweat, and opened the
computer," he says. "I showed this research with the magnets. She loved it."
Soon, Paula was in New York, ready to be trained in the famous "Abramovic method", an initiation rite for everyone who wants to be part of the artist's
entourage, a program she will repeat in Brazil with performers participating in her show at Sesc .
"It's very simple," explains Paula, the Serbian's right-hand woman in her projects in the country. "We go to a place that has nature and where everyone can sleep
together on the floor. On those days, we don't talk or eat. The maximum amount of food is tea and, sometimes, Marina gives a few spoons of honey. We wake
up with the sun breaking, go to the river, take off your clothes, go into the cold water and then do some exercises. In one of them, we go into the woods with a
chair and a blindfold and sit there, for hours, losing track of time. "
In her most recent performance, held in 2014 at a Swiss cultural center, Paula explored this temporal issue. He spent hours in front of a pile of metallic rubble,
testing the public's patience, until she wore magnetized armor and became the target of assistants who hurled nails and other hardware at his body.
"It was iron, iron, iron", she remembers. "The guys ended up with half a ton of nails. I even managed to hold a hundred kilos of weight with my body. When the
action starts, I feel that enormous strength comes."
That force may have a foot in the theater. Before studying fine arts in São Paulo, Paula did scenic arts and spent two years in the cast of Teatro Oficina, by José
Celso Martinez Corrêa, where she started as a chambermaid. "Everything is very visceral there. The boundary between performance and performance is very
blurred. The experience is a complete surrender."
Almost two decades after Paula's visit to Oficina, Zé Celso still remembers his remarkable scenic presence. "She was a clubber, all tattooed, beautiful," says the
director. "She carried the theater on her body, lived the performance for the clothes she wore, for her haircut, for her very beautiful voice."
Combining Oficina's viscerality with Marina Abramovic's quasi-military discipline, Paula now wants to reach the peak of her presence - and the more magnetic
the better.
"The biggest difficulty that we have today is to feel present", says the artist. "It is not esoteric, it is just living things for real. My biggest concern is to know if I
have the spirit ready for it."

Revista Arte Brasileiros / Texto de Leonor Amarante

Marina Abramovic is the performance “guru” nowadays. His physical and
mental capacity became a method and what was secret is now available
to everyone. Just go to SESC Pompéia at the Terra Comunal exhibition Marina Abramovic + MAI, its largest retrospective ever held in South
America and the most comprehensive experience applied to date by the
Marina Abramovic Institute - MAI. I talk to Paula Garcia in the space of
her performance at SESC Pompéia, where she performs the mega
retrospective. The walls of the stage room are covered with magnetized
metal and, on the floor, in the center of the “stage”, a ton of giant nails
are ready to be hurled against the wall, as well as four tons of old iron.
Paula lives in New York, knows theater, has worked with Zé Celso's
group and is now prepared for the challenge of her life. Without eating,
drinking, doing physiological needs, or even resting, you will spend eight
hours a day, for two months, throwing metals on the walls.
Today's “magicians”, in what art rescued from the ancient cultural, offer
different “rituals” from the tribes, which had a practical purpose. Art
performances lead the spectator to a process of change, overcoming
statism and social conventions. “This work will take me where I never
imagined, I will test my physical and mental limits. With this intense twomonth routine, I will definitely go out with someone else”, says Paula.
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American choreographer Lynsey Peisinger, who also lives in New York, has a
dance background and was already engaged in MAI. She and Paula were invited
to join the performer and share with her the curatorship of part of the exhibition.
“Our initial work meetings, still in New York, to discuss the whole curatorial issue,
the method, the artists, where to place the MAI within the SESC, lasted eight
hours”, says Paula. Marina ended up giving them a History of Art class. “We
talked about the projects of Brazilian artists and she said:“ This work reminds me
of another one from the 1960s and 70s ”, and she told her story. We were
amazed. I said we could have this class once a month. For me and Lynsey it is a
unique moment.
The Abramovic Method seems to have an effect among the collaborators. Paula
shows the insect bites that she still has on her body, the result of the workshop
she did in Juquitiba, in the interior of São Paulo, with Marina and the other
participants. “We spent four days without eating, controlling hunger with the
mind, taking a bath naked in the river that passes by the farm. All of this got me
ready for the performance and now it's just control, resistance and leaving the
mind in constant connection with the body. ” Paula did not go to the gym, but she
says she is spiritually and mentally calm for the challenge.
Zé Celso and Abramovic are apparently antagonistic, but they have similar
concepts because they both make the performer live the present moment
intensely and that's what Paula will feed on. Lynsey, who collaborates with
Marina for some time, thinks about the method with her and makes the selection
of people who will act. Together, they worked, last year, on the 512 hours
performance, at the Serpentine Gallery, in London. In Cleaning the house, they
also work in pairs, reflecting on the question of method and workshop.
Almost on the eve of the opening of the retrospective, Marina gave a talk to the
“facilitators” and emphasized the importance of what is being done at SESC. He
confirmed that Terra Comunal will be taken to other countries where the project
should also involve the local community, dialogue with artists, curators, thinkers.
It is as if the MAI is a mobile institute. Now, in São Paulo, for the first time, they
have all the components. “This for us, who belong to the Institute, is an incredible
thing”, says Paula. “Imagine ten years from now, thinking that everything started
at SESC. We are making history. ”
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The MAI building, recently acquired in Houston, needs to be renovated and for
that Marina has to raise money. “We operate anyway, without the complexity and
technical level that we are in São Paulo. The concepts and everything else that
we thought we will be able to accomplish here. That is why we are concerned
with all the immateriality that will happen at Sesc, in terms of people who will
appear and perform at Space in Between, a venue / laboratory for performances
where no one needs to be invited. Then it will be studied by us, everything is a
laboratory ”. Marina also told the facilitators that the Institute will go wherever
she and her team go. At first, she wants to take the MAI to Latin America and
does not yet think about Europe or the United States. "Maybe Chile,
Argentina ...", says Paula.
At Sesc, Lynsey will be closer to the interactive part, where the public
participates in immersed activities so that they can experience time with
themselves, enjoying the quiet and the absence of needs. The method is a
metaphysical experience made of light and dark, absence and presence that
alter the perception of the senses, space and time.
In addition to the Method, Marina has an impressive personal magnetism, which
attracts the public and her team. “We are a family,” says Paula, 39, who doesn't
appear. Every day she is surprised by Marina, who at 69 has a youthful energy.
“She is a gigantic thing, she has an extraordinary mental strength. She is not a
guru, she is a genius woman. ”

Select Magazine / Text by Camila Régis

Cabras marcados
Paula Garcia and Marco Paulo Rolla reveal
how performances leave marks - real and
metaphorical - in the central element of
their artistic production: the body

Select Magazine / Text by Camila Régis

At the beginning of this year, anyone who passed through the Terra Comunal - Marina Abramovic + MAI
exhibition, which occupied Sesc-Pompeia, in São Paulo, could take a long time to watch Paula Garcia in
action, performing the long-running performance Corpo Ruindo. Dressed in a work uniform, the artist
handled 4 tons of junkyard inside a space with magnetized walls. On the first day of execution of the
work, the artist made a deep cut on her left forearm, while carrying a metal plate from one side of the
room to the other. “It was like a knife in butter”, says to SeLecT.
After receiving first aid, Paula Garcia continued to perform her task. Giving up was not an option, since
the objective of the work was to produce - through the body itself - a reflection on the levels of brutality
involved in the activities that workers and manual workers face every day. That was the first setback in a
season marked by extreme levels of physical and mental effort. For two whole months, over six days a
week and eight hours a day, Paula Garcia carried weight and breathed iron dust, accumulating marks
from a transforming process.
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"I got a scar on my arm and marks on my legs." Excoriations appeared and started to
be part of the routine - as it happens in the life of workers mirrored by work. “I am an
artist, I experienced this in an exceptional situation. But that was exactly what I was
talking about. There are millions of people who live like this normally ”, he explains.
However, the performance was not just fatigue. On certain occasions, the artist
reached an almost meditative state, with her mind emptied by exhaustion. “It was
beautiful because there were moments of work with pure silence. Sometimes, when I
was finished doing something, sweaty, I would sit down for coffee or an apple. ”
Even though physical exhaustion is not an objective, but a consequence of the work,
it has become a destabilizing agent of the body, subjecting it to conflict and
precariousness. “I started to deal with limits. My exercise there was to listen to my
body and negotiate with him ”, he explains. "I imagined that if I could get through this,
live it intensely, I would go to places I never went."
The desire to go to “new places” was in line with a body that wanted to expand and
connect with invisible forces - in this case, represented by magnets. Using her own
materiality, Paula Garcia speaks of a “collective, subjective and fragmented” body which also carries marks.
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English translation of catalogue text:
My life rather hectic in the sense that it does not respect a tradicional timeline. At the age of 16 I decided to study drama because I was
obsessed with the idea of being an actress, so I took a professional course. The topic of art was always present and plunged into theater,
which resulted in my first and deepest comprehension of my body, or of how to start dealing with limits. Then I spent a year in New York,
also studying theater, in the naturalistic line of Lee Strasberg, but I led a very quick wild life. Back in São Paulo, i worked as a waitress at a
bar patronized by an interesting group of people. At that time I started making contact with the city’s performance artists, meeting Wilson
Sukorski, Maurício Ianês, Rafael Assef, Next I went to work with Zé Celso Martinez Corrêa, as I dreamed of working at Teatro Oficina,
whatever it took. I ended up taking part in the play Cacilda! and spent two years playing the role of Cleyde Yáconis, tattooed all over. That
was another turning point in the sense of experimenting with the body’s limits, the audience, the role of video-maker, of the musicians, the
limits of language. It was only then, at the age of 27, after all of these artistic incursions, that I entered Fundação Armando Álvares
Penteado - FAAP to take an Arts degree, and there I understood that performance art was my thing. But I miss acting, especially to
experiment in a different way with the languages I later developed.
In performance art, the confrontation is direct, especially between you and your limits, and that is what I wanted to work with. I gradually
realized with this practice how the work modifies me, even more so because most of the experiences consist in placing my body in
situations of discomfort or contradiction. When I wear that armor in Noise Body - a magnetized armor against which metal objects are
thrown until the body is completely covered-there is no way of knowing what will happen. I never managed to wear it whole time in any of
the rehearsals for the presentation at the Beyeler Foundation in Switzerland, in 2014, as part of the exhibition The Artist is an Explorer,
curated by Marina Abramovic. The armor had to be locked with key and I felt claustrophobic in all preparatory attempts. During the
performance, however, I managed. These experiences of Noise Body series really modified me. The work I do in Terra Comunal is also
very difficult. In 2011, I had already done similar performance, but the work has changed , and not only technically. The space is completely
magnetized and I have also changed, gained experienced. Today, I am fully devoted to the work.
And I am aware that if I had not attended the Cleaning the House Workshop shortly before the beginning of the exhibition, I might not have
been able to experience things as I do nowadays, with such commitment. Every day I use elements and practices exercised in the
workshop. For me, the mental confrontation is much more challenging than the physical confrontation. More than throwing metal parts
against the wall, I am throwing energy. On the first day of the performance there was a lot of force involved, I hurt myself, I was excited with
all the energy. On the following day, Marina Abramovic called to tell me she wanted me alive. This talk of hers, as an artist and friend, was
most important. She talked a lot about my presence in the space - even if I slept there three days in a row, it would still be intense. Over the
following days, I started incorporating the silences and pauses as part of the process. I now realize that I live through a period in that box in
which there is a profound truth, with no deception. There is fury, obsession, fatigue, and there is and exchange of potent energy; everything
that you, as an artist, transmit in that space, people will receive back.
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Working with the magnets and these bodies is part of my desire to deal with invisible forces, with systems of power. I am referring to
political, social, economic systems, and to live with them, I think of creating a much stronger body, which empowers itself emotionally and
knows how to live with the risk, with the uncertainty. At the end of the performance, when I would attract the iron pieces to my body, the
result was an image of the system and of the body fettered, buried, like a body with no organs. At the same time, the emerging performer
was much more stronger.
There is a disconnection between body and mind that is the most dangerous things nowadays. We don’t even know what actually gives us
a pleasure. The body has become something sacred in an aseptic way, with everyone living under the same media and communication
stimulations. When Marina came to work in Brazil, she wanted to visit places of power, of spiritual encounters, of knowledge and
interaction with nature. And in this sense Brazil plays an important role, due to its background in spirituality and African religions, for
example, but also in the use of medical plants, healing stones and the acknowledge accumulated from different traditions. In Brazil, the
exhibition of Marina’s work occurs in a different context compared to other places.
When we worked on selecting the artists who would take part in the project I researched people interested in long-duration performance,
whose work had power in space, but who could also contribute to the project in other ways, bringing different acknowledge. We received
various portfolios, interviewed artists, it was a rich process. In the end, I think we have different ideas about bodies, each in the own way,
creating meanings for this concept of distended time in performance art.
I actually got into long-duration performance because of Marina. The first time was through the invitation for the Beyeler Foundation
exhibition. I sat there for five hours with whole apparatus before me-the armor, the nails, the bits of iron. That initial moment was beautiful.
People would come, sit down, keep me company in my silence there, for hours. Me, the material, the audience. The peower was great.
When I stood up to execute the action of the performance , I was greatly energized. I have always been quite skeptical, quite practical, but
there experiences, the interaction with Marina, the trips, the immersions, transformed my view of things, of living. There is brutality in my
work, yet I have never talked so much about love, never reflected so much about integrity, about living with impeccability.
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It is difficult to counter the statement by Marina Abramovic who is, at the
same time, epithet, synonym and mirror of the performance. And perhaps
that is not the question for Paula Garcia, whose artistic movement, in many
ways, resembles the Serbian artist's modus operandi. But if this paulistana,
born in 1975, was given the prerogative to add something to the thought that
“performance is above all about the state of mind”, she would add:
performance is also instinct and skin. “The balance between the mind and
the body”, sums up Paula, with her strong São Paulo accent modulating a
voice that carries the experiences lived in different countries, and expresses
a body tailored to what she chose to do.
“I don't like to say that I am a performer, and yes, that I am an artist, because,
bro, what if tomorrow I want to paint? But it is in my body that everything
happens. I think the most beautiful thing to do and be and I think about
performance all the time. I'm obsessive. My life is performance ”, he says,
laughing, in one of the conversations with Continente. Between face-to-face
meetings in the capital of São Paulo and messages exchanged via e-mail and
messaging apps over the course of months, forging connections between the
United States and Asia, Europe and a Brazil that was torn apart after the
presidential elections, Paula outlined herself generously, sharing her story of life
and its construction as an artist in order to ratify what his works and his life
spark: past, present, art, body, mind and instinct are, always and in fact,
interwoven in the mysterious fabric of existence.
What about, for example, someone who, as a child, had his “entire room lined
with posters by Ozzy Osbourne and AC / DC” and who, as a teenager, decided
to leave school to enter the theater course? "My mom always told me that I
wanted to be a band leader." Already as a student at the Escola de Teatro Célia
Helena, she believed she would pursue an acting career, while at the same time,
to save money, she started working as a waitress. In other words, singer,
performer or hostess, whatever the route, the body would be a tool and a road. “I
see the performative component of that time already, I make this relationship
when, for example, I talk to the artists for whom I curate about how, in
performance, everything is the body and the presence that this body occupies.
If you are not there, whole, present at the time, people know that it is a bullshit ”,
condenses Paula.
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If, in the face of any work in the Noise Body series (which begins in 2008 with # 1 and
continues until # 8), it is impossible not to hold your breath, the impact of the artist's
vision covered in magnets is so great or wearing armor that makes her look like a
cyborg, it is unlikely not to gasp when you hear the crossing of the girl who wanted to
be a singer and became a young actress and who, to fully live this, decided to
migrate to New York. “When I turned 21, it made me crazy and I went there without
knowing anyone. I lived in a boarding school, started studying at Michael Howard
Studio, became friends with a Brazilian gentleman who gave me a job and got an
audition at Actor’s Studio. A dream! My teacher, when I heard about this hearing,
prepared me with a text by Garcia Lorca. I was opposite a Japanese actor and, on
the day of the audition, Arthur Penn was watching it ”, he says, almost without pause
to catch his breath, referring to the director of Bonnie and Clyde - A blast of bullets
(1967).
A pause in the narrative for Paula, with her undeniable performance skills, to evoke
Maysa's famous song to anticipate the coming sequence: “At the end of everything, I
received a letter of refusal, I had not passed, it was devastating. My world has fallen!
” The job too, and before she ran out of money and homeless in the city that never
sleeps, but that charges its price for those who dream of it, he received a proposal to
work as an office boy. With the same short hair that she wears to this day, Paula
started to streak the streets and avenues of New York by bicycle, traveling dozens of
blocks of numbered streets without bothering to be called "John". “It was my code
name, I looked like 12 years old! In two months, I felt like the owner of the city ”, she
amuses herself.
If you had settled in New York since then, and insisted on another test at Actor’s
Studio, who knows, maybe Paula would not be a renowned actress, an easy figure in
television series, or even the manager of a messenger company? In the 1990s,
everything was open and there was the possibility of staying in the United States. But
she wanted to go back and, voilà, the “first flirtation with the performance” came up:
she joined a group of friends to participate in Arte Cidade 3, at the Matarazzo
Factory, “walking around the structures, eating dirt, making sounds, everything bug
”. The second step was to accept an old desire and push it to the concreteness: “I
was crazy to work at Teatro Oficina and, right when I arrived, I went there, out of
nowhere I knocked on the door and said I wanted to do something. For me, seeing
that group was like watching Pina Bausch: the actors were visceral, that made me
feel alive, it was something very strong ”.
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Break with conventions, as can be seen, was already something intrinsic to this
Piscean. When Paula Garcia sought out the São Paulo troupe, the “first piece of
the tetralogy by José Celso Martinez Corrêa that tells the life of the greatest
theater myth in Brazil, the mother of modern Brazilian theater, the São Paulo
actress Cacilda Becker” was in progress. Cacilda !, a “tragicomediaorgya”,
debuted in October 1998. The following year, “when they were starting
rehearsals with Leona Cavalli to do Cacilda”, Zé Celso inserts a new voice, and
a new body, in his choir. “It was really cool that energy, of everyone being one
body, so I ended up playing a lot of characters. One day, Zé came to me and
said 'read Cleyde' and there I went, with my big voice, to read Cleyde Yáconis'
speeches ”, she recalls.
Trips with Oficina yielded an incredible experience, but Paula felt “that there was
not my place”. “I always had this characteristic of deciding to do something, go
there and do it, so I was happy, but it still wasn't what filled me. That was when
Maurício Ianês, a very dear friend, was leaving FAAP, which at that time was the
place of the arts. I thought: it's time to go back to school. ” In 2002, she entered
the undergraduate course in Fine Arts at Fundação Armando Álvares Penteado,
in São Paulo, while working as an exhibition producer at Arte 3. “It was at FAAP
that I started to understand my place, what research and the language that I
could really explore. ”
Performance.
Therefore, when Noise Body was born, there was nothing occasional there. Paula
was already an artist who had matured her subjectivity, covered with neodymium
magnet robes as if she knows the strength she has and the boundaries she can
transcend to make her body vibrate. “Body noise was thought of as a procedure
in art, a series of works to test the limits of the body itself. Neodymium magnets
are rare earth, used for different applications in industry, in transmission systems,
for example. In the first works, I didn't even use anything to separate the
magnets from my body, it was all glued with tape, on top of the skin, there was no
apparatus. I covered myself with all that and, as I was doing it, I kept crashing. ”

Braking consists of reaching what she describes as "the limit of what was
possible". From the exhibition Expanded Gallery, at Luciana Britto Galeria, in
2010, until the making of the documentary Noise Body, in 2016, the
investigation translated into Corpo noise was being refined, perfected,
sophisticated. Records sprang up: photographs and video installations that, in
a certain way, perpetuated not only the performance itself, but that artistic
excavation that Paula undertook, towards an expanded time with materials
considered to be disposable, as if the ideal armor for the industrial garbage
emerged. inhabit the ephemeral and fragile contemporaneity.
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For the exhibition Arquivo vivo, at Paço das Artes, in 2013, under the
curatorship of Priscila Arantes, Paula devised a breakthrough that would live
up to the name of the series: the performance started with her in black clothes
and the assistants then came her like a knight about to enter the battlefield. “I
wore a fencing helmet, customized, like a welder, and the entire structure of
my body was covered with magnets. I used to carry more than 100 kilos, but
that was not all: there were nails everywhere that people could reach in and
throw at me. Can you imagine the impact and the sound of the nail when
reaching this magnetic armor? ”, Asks the artist.
Gilles Deleuze once predicted: “The skin is the deepest”. For those who live from
performance, the phrase takes on the axiom. Perhaps there is a karmic, or
epidermal, reason, so to speak, for the bond created between Paula Garcia and
Abramovic, the greatest performer of our times ... Or perhaps it is all chance,
stealthy coincidences and elective affinities that many will think of as an
invention. The fact is that, in 2012, the paths of Marina Abramovic and the
Brazilian artist crossed. In yet another New York season, Paula attended a
residency at the Watermill Center and started working with Marina. Eight years
later, the Brazilian artist is a curator and a member of the Marina Abramovic
Institute / MAI artistic committee.
The relationship between the two allowed Marina to act as curator of Corpo
ruindo, Paula's performance in the two months of Terra comunal, a gigantic
retrospective of the Serbian artist based at Sesc Pompeia between March and
May 2015, as well as # 8 for Noise Body, at the Beyler Foundation, Switzerland.
“Marina does not interfere in the process, but emphasizes the importance of this
process. Before Corpo crumbling, my biggest performance had lasted six hours.
The body crumbling, for me, I had never lived in the sense of limits, physical and
mental, to hold the wave for two months. At the same time, I understood that it
was a deep dive in me, an internal dive, without contact with the public. In Corpo
noise, people threw nails at me; in Corpo ruindo, I felt people inside the box, with
intensity, but without contact. ”
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Between 2016 and 2018, Paula Garcia was curator of exhibitions designed by MAI,
in Greece and Thailand, and also of the performance program of two editions of SP
Arte. Her artist portion, however, did not hibernate, quite the contrary: “Today, more
than ever, I believe in the artist who is a producer, curator, proposer, who breaks
with the passivity of the artist's aura. I think the artist is a worker and needs to
challenge this sacred place of art ”. Challenges, she has them in profusion.
Continente reveals Crash Body, a project that has been working on for three years a collision with a car, she driving the vehicle, with the help of professional
stuntmen, to be filmed with high-precision cameras and reproduced in live stream
on social networks . A provocation to the "force system", a summons to the
"magnetic field".
Destruction and transcendence, not so opposite poles, like the love and hate
tattoos that Paula carries in each hand, always remembering that love and hate go
together and that, to build something, it is necessary to accept its destructibility. “I
bring in my work the idea of a programmed body, but we are beyond, we are
physical strength and who we are as citizens, but this experience is not always
marked in our body. In Crash body, I think of destroying in order to transcend ”,
confabula, mens sana in corpore sano. Conceptualizing is important, and she
knows it well; performance, after all, is mainly in the state of mind.
Luciana Veras, special reporter for Continente.
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